
Congratulations! You ve just taken the first step to healing your pet! �
The secrets you re going to learn in this e course can save you a bundle at the�  
vet. 
Over the next few weeks you ll get select secrets to keep your dog healthy. �
You ll never again wonder if that expensive drug is really worth it. �
Or be frustrated with vets who seem unable to clear up your dog s sickness. �
Here's What You'll Learn: 
--End your pet s chronic ear infections--for good. You can, with a $2 item�  
available at any 
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drugstore. 
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--Give your dog a lush, beautiful coat--and make dry, flaky skin a thing of the 
past. It's easy 
with this common kitchen ingredient! 
--See the relief in your pet s eyes as you re able to relieve her pain--safely,� �  
effectively and 

e

without side effects. 
You ll get the next email in three days. Enjoy! �
To your pet s health, �

TT

Jen & Sammy 
in loving memory of Baggins 
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P.S. While you're waiting for the next email, why not check out the top 10 dog 
treat recipes 
of 2010! 
Jen here from www.all-natural-dog-treat.com with a quick tip on protecting your 
pet s �

p

health and I m really astonished at this . � �
Did you know your veterinarian may be doing something that could be harming your 
pet? Of 
course, that s not her intention but listen to this  � �

cc

We d moved and my Eskie Baggins and I were at a new vet for his annual check up.� �  

   

She asked which shots he d had recently and when she saw his file from the former�  
vet, she 
said he didn t need anything. �
I was floored! Really? 
Seems she didn t think annual vaccines were necessary and could be downright�  
dangerous. 
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She recommended waiting another two years before he had anymore vaccines. 

SS

She went on to explain how new studies showed the typical annual round of potent 
booster 
shots could lead to all kinds of chronic diseases --including cancer. 
So, based on his medical history, Baggins should take a break. 
Wow! I had no idea. 
He d always gotten the annual booster same as thousands of other dogs--maybe even �

��

yours. 
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Turns out the American Veterinarian Medical Association (AVMA) is saying the risks 
of annual 
shots may outweigh the benefits. But all the vets haven t gotten the news yet. �
If your pet is still getting annual shots, ask your vet why. 
Learn about the new research and decide for yourself if you still want to expose 
your dog 
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(or cat) to something that could hurt their immune system. 
After all, it s the manufacturers of the vaccines who recommend them be given�  
annually. 
So, if there are fewer shots, there s less profit for them. Think about it. �
It s time to take matters into your own hands. �
Dr. Jean Dodds is one of the world s experts in canine vaccines. �
She says annual vaccines can put your dog at greater risk for bone marrow failure, 
kidney 
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dysfunction and even cancer . 
Once they have their puppy shots, your mature dogs don t need annual vaccines. �
And many experts say, skip the popular combo vaccine altogether. 
This potent five-in-one cocktail combines rabies with distemper, adenovirus, 
parainfluenza 
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and parvovirus. 
And it could be harming your pets. 
What s the alternative? �
Instead of an annual one shot  deal, Dr. Dodds says your pet should get only� �  
some of those 
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vaccines. 
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Just get the ones your dog is most likely going to be exposed too. And those only 
every 
three years. 
And they should be separate shots too. 
This reduces the impact on your pet s immune system. �
Luckily, a lot of vets are now aware of the dangers of over vaccinating. 
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As I said, it was my local vet who first shared this with me. 
But if your vet isn t giving you this information you should be aware of the�  
dangers to your 
dog s health. �
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After all, you re in charge of your pet s health. � �
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It s really scary, what conventional medicine is doing to our pets. My dog Baggins�  
was 
diagnosed with lymphoma, a type of cancer, last November. 
He got annual booster shots for years. Is there a link? I don't know but I won't 
give my next 

gg

pet those annual shots. 

pp

To your healthy pet, 

TT

Jen & Sammy, 
in loving memory of Baggins 
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P.S. You know what else? 
Besides cancer, over vaccinating your pet can give him allergies, arthritis, a type 
of anemia, 
leukemia and a host of other awful diseases. 
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Here's What Veterinarian Dr. Andrew Jones says about vaccines 

H

You know, I was talking with my vet the other day and found I was giving her 
information 
on cancer fighting herbs. 

o

She was asking me lots of questions and that got me to thinking  �

S

...Why is it so many people rely on their vet to fix  all their dog s health� � �  
issues? 
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I mean, if you ve had a pet with a chronic illness you know what it s like. � �
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You stay up late searching online for some kind of help for your dog. 

Y

By the time you re on your 3rd or 4th trip to the veterinarian you ve got a� �  
laundry list of 
symptoms but no one can give you a proper diagnosis. 
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Of course, you're frustrated. 
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After schlepping all over creation, taking time off work, rearranging your 
schedule and spending a small fortune, your dog is still suffering. 
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You have a right to be frustrated! 
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Let s take chronic skin conditions for example. �

L

If you have a dog who is chewing her paws until they re bloody, or wakes you up at�  
night 
scratching like there s no tomorrow you want a solution for her! �

s

In fact, skin conditions are one of the most common dog health problems. 
And, you know what that means? 
It means it s one of the hardest to diagnose. �
Have you experienced this? 
The vet runs all kinds of tests on your dog and gives her cortisone 
shots or prescribes 
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prednisone 
or other drugs. 
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Maybe they work in the short term but as soon as you stop the itching is back. 

MM
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And as soon as she s no longer on the drugs, she s right back to where she� �  
started. 

s

Losing hair, red, irritated skin and maybe even oozing pus. Not only is it ugly, 
but your dog 
is miserable! 
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Plus, she may start having stomach upsets and diarrhea because those drugs can 
upset 
sensitive tummies. 

s

She can t get comfortable because she s scratching and chewing on herself so� �  
much. And, 
her tummy hurts. 
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Plus, the steroids may help in the short term but they re not meant for long term�  
use. 

u

In fact, the side effects of common drugs like prednisone range from ulcers to 
kidney 
failure. Or severe diarrhea. Yes, they re that serious. �
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And, they put your dog at a higher risk of cancer. 
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See, these steriods suppress your dog's natural immune system which weakens it over 
time. 
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Who needs that? 

W

Let's circle back to your suffering dog. You've been on multiple vet visits and 
they can't 
seem to diagnose the cause behind the skin problem. 
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Finally, you take her to different vet and she s diagnosed with mange. Now you can�  
clear up 
the problem. 
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You're relieved but you wonder. 
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Holy cow! Why didn t the first vet think of that? �
Well, vets are human too. 
I mean, they have years of experience in training and treating animals. 
But your pet's chronic skin problems? 

BB

There are dozens, maybe hundreds of possibilities. <br 
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Plus, they re generalists in pet health. There s no way for one doctor to be an� �  
expert at 
everything. 

e

So, 

S

here s what you can do. �

h

To your dog s health, �
Jen & Sammy 
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P.S. I almost forgot to tell you! Did you know you can make an herbal compress from 
a 
common chamomile tea? 
It's easy, just make a cup of tea and let it cool. Then soak a cloth and put it on 
your pet's 
irritated skin. 

i

It ll take you less than 10 minutes and soothe your doggie s inflamed skin. � �

I

Go here to for my "go to" source for natural remedies 

G

Hi there dog lover, 
Jen here from all-natural-dog-treat.com and you know I m really frightened by�  
this  �
...Did you know cancer is now the #1 killer of dogs over 10 years old? 
In fact, the National Canine Cancer Foundations says some form of cancer affects 1 
in 3 
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dogs? 
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I didn t know this until my American Eskimo, Baggins was diagnosed with lymphoma�  
but 
then I started learning about it and wow! �
It s staggering to hear the stories. �
In fact, when I shared Baggins  diagnosis in my newsletter, I was flooded with�  
emails. 
A ton of readers wrote who either had lost their dogs to cancer or were currently 
battling 
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the disease. 
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And, everyone from veterinarians to environmentalists have an opinion on why we re�  
seeing 
so much of it in our pets. 
But no one really knows exactly why this disease is running rampant through the dog 
world 

ww

and cutting short the lives of our beloved pets. 
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What we do know is that we re losing precious years with our furry family members�  
and left 
feeling helpless while they suffer through chemo. 
Here s what the veterinarian community says. �
It s probably a combination of factors like years of low quality commercial dog�  
foods, too 

ff

many vaccines and pollutants in our environment. 
And you want to know what really stinks? 
Cancer can be hard to detect. 
It can start slow and quietly invade your furry friend throughout his body long 
before any 

bb

outward symptoms show up. 
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Baggins had probably had it for at least 2 months before the lymph nodes under his 
neck 
swelled to golf ball size. 
By the time he was showing symptoms, it was too late. 
So what can you do? 
Feed your pet a high quality diet. 
Mix some Omega 3 fatty acids like flaxseeds, fish oil and olive oil into his food 
and feed him 
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lightly cooked vegetables. 
Learn how to give him an at home wellness exam 

LL
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(you can do it yourself!) 

((

Monitor his body for any unusual lumps or bumps. Regular grooming and petting 
should 
help you find these easily. 
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The key is to keep his immune system strong 
and to be aware of any changes in his body or attitude. 
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If you feel unusual lumps on your dog take note. 
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Or if your normally happy, active dog becomes lethargic and grumpy--that s a sign �
something may be wrong. 
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That s when you should take him in to your vet. �

TT

But if you d like to prevent canine cancer �
or ease your pet s suffering with natural remedies, I can t think of a better� �  
person to learn 
from than a veterinarian who s lost his own pet and is dedicated to health. �

ff

To your pet s health, �
Jen & Sammy 
in loving memory of Baggins 
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P.S. Baggins benefited greatly from what I ve learned from Dr. Jones. �
His eyes became clearer and brighter when I started using Dr. Jones' methods. 
And he had more energy. 
Dr. Jones supplement and herbal remedies gave Baggins relief from the cancer pain. 
You can learn more here 

Y

Jen here with all-natural-dog-treat.com with another quick tip about keeping your 
dog 
healthy. 

h

I was taking a walk a while ago with my Eskie Baggins and I saw one of those lop 
eared 
bunnies. 
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You know, the ones that have the ears that hang down on either side? 

Y
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I remember my sisters and I were crazy for those when we were kids. 
One of us (I forget who) used to wear a tshirt with pictures of those adorable 
bunnies. 
Anyway, so the bunnies led me to thinking about dogs with similar ears, cocker 
spaniels, 

ss

beagles, shi tzus and others  �

bb

I don t know if the bunnies are prone to the same kind of chronic ear infections�  
these pups 

tt

are but I don t see why not. �
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My point is if your baby is suffering from smelly, painful ears I have a remedy. 

��

If you've tried those expensive drops and been disappointed, you're not alone. 
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They don't always work. 

TT

Save yourself another vet bill and try this. 

SS

You re going to love this because it s so simple. � �
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1) Get a bottle of white vinegar. 
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2) Pour some of it into a clean container with a lid and a spout. (You can get them 
at beauty 

aa

supply stores) 
3) Pour 1 oz of the white vinegar and dilute it with 2 oz. of water in the bottle. 
4) Either squirt some of this directly into your pet s ear (3-4 drops at a time)�  
or put it 
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directly on a cotton ball. 
5) Use a cotton ball or clean cloth to clean out your dog s ear canal. �
6) Use the cotton ball or rag to scrape  the gunk out of her ears. � �
7) Do this several times until the cotton ball is coming out clean. 
Do this once or twice a day for two weeks if your dog is suffering from a chronic 
ear 
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infection. 
After that, clean them every week. 
The vinegar helps dry out the ear canal. 
It kills bacteria and balances the PH in your pet s body. �
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That s it! Cheap, Easy, Effective! �
I've heard dozens of stories of this working way better than those drops. 
Wouldn t it be great if your best friend didn t have to suffer with ear pain? � �
And you didn t have to suffer with smelly ears and seeing your pet suffer? �
Not to mention the expense of unnecessary vet visits. 
Well, 

WW

here's a way 
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for you to reduce expensive vet visits and medications that don t work. �
Now you can clean up those nasty ear infections once and for all. 
You won t have to watch your baby scratching at her ears all the time and�  
whimpering in 
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pain anymore. 
Dr. Jones will show you other 

DD

simple and effective solutions to get your pet healthy again. 

s

To your pet s health, �
Jen & Sammy 
in loving memory of Baggins 
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P.S. You can also clip or shave the fur around your pet s ears. �
This will keep the ear canal dry by letting in more air. 
Jen here at all-natural-dog-treat.com and I am outraged over this one  �
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We re a pill poppin  nation. Big Pharma pushes this with all their glossy ads in� �  
magazines 
and on tv. And, I ve heard more than one doctor (and veterinarian) say their�  
patients 
complain if they don t get a script. � �
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So, they oblige. 
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For example, if your dog is suffering from arthritis, the vet is probably going to 
prescribe a 
drug like Rimadyl. 
It may help. 
But did you know Rimadyl can cause severe diarrhea, vomiting, lethargy, ulcers and 
liver 
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problems? 
My bet is you didn t fully understand the possible side effects when you gave it�  
to your dog. 
And, a short term use might be ok but I ve heard of vets prescribing it�  
indefinitely. 
And, that is not healthy. In fact, it can put your dog on the fast track to renal 
failure. 
Originally, this drug was meant for people but when clinical trials showed the 
severe liver 
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damage it could do, it was pulled it off the shelf. 
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A few months later, Big Pharma recommended it to veterinarians and it became one of 
the 
go to sources for arthritis pain. 
I don t know about you but if it s not safe for me, why would it be safe for my� �  
dog? 
But, before I knew about Rimadyl s reputation, I did give it to my dog, Baggins. �
Two days to be exact. 
He had such severe diarrhea, I stopped the medication and called the vet. 
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Yes, that can happen.  They told me. � �
I threw it out and started searching for something safer. 
Here s what I found: the right diet, exercise, massage and supplements are highly�  
effective. 
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Ever hear the expression, the cure is worse than the disease? 
That s the way it is with a lot of these drugs. �
While they can help alleviate pain in the short term, they don t actually treat�  
the cause of 
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the disease. 
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And long term use of these drugs can actually cause more harm down the road. 
But there s good news, you can easily treat your pet at home without harsh drugs. �

�

Turns out there s a whole other world of safe and effective treatments. �
Low cost or free too. 
Wouldn t you like to treat your pet s arthritis with an inexpensive addition to� �  
his diet that is 
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actually 
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good for him? 
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To your pet s health, �
Jen & Sammy 
in loving memory of Baggins 
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P.S. There are so many alternatives to harsh drugs like Rimadyl. 
You treat your pet s arthritis with a natural anti-inflammatory like flaxseeds. �
Just mix a tablespoon in with his food every day. 
Flaxseeds will give him a great coat too! 
for more quick remedies click here 
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